
Need help with 
Friheten Sofa Bed? 

1. Before you start, you will need a few tools:
 • IKEA Toolbox, tools included in Friheten Sofa set or hex wrench power tool  
 -  either will do the job 
 • stapel gun, this is optional, if you want everything to fit perfectly
 • xacto knife or cutting tool - make sure it is really sharp and does not tear  
 the material.

2. Once you have all the necessary tools, you can start by disassembling parts of 
the sofa. At this point, make sure to have a jar or container ready to hold all screws 
and dowel joints, it’s good to keep them in one place.

TIP 1 
Screws to remove:

right armrest - 2 screws,
backrest - 4 bolts + 4 pins,

side - 2 screws. 

TIP 2
When putting the sofa vertically, watch out for the chaise lounge opening. It is 

best to place it against the wall. 

TIP 3
Disassemble only the four parts of the sofa - right armrest, left armrest, backrest, 
and main body along with chaise lounge - no need to disassemble the main part 

of the sofa.



3. This particular model comes with a non-removable cover. You need to put our 
cover on the original IKEA cover. The only exception is the Velcro piece attached to 
the front of the chaise lounge. To begin with, prepare all the kit elements received 
from Masters of Covers.

4. We start with the largest element - main body with chaise lounge. All you need to 
do is put the cover on the appropriate elements and secure them with Velcro from 
the bottom. Be careful not to pull them too tight and align the seams with the edge 
of the sofa.



5. Place the sofa vertically, fasten the main body Velcro. Remove the small cover at 
the bottom of the chaise lounge and put on the new one. Attach all sides to the 
Velcro. If the cover does not fit perfectly, prepare a Velcro strip in advance. Trim it 
and attach it to the sofa with a staple gun at the point where the fabric ends and is 
sticking out.



6. Slip the cover on the backrest, stretch it and fasten the Velcro. Don't pull it too 
tight as you will be also making the cuts for the screws.

7. Use your fingers to feel the hole for the screw and make sure that the seams of 
the cover are in the right place and that there are no wrinkles. That is why we do 
not make factory cuts, so you can fit the cover perfectly. Don’t worry about the cuts, 
they will not deteriorate in the washing machine, provided that you use a sharp 
knife and do not tear the fabric.

8. Locate the spot, mark it and cut it. 

9. Repeat the action for the remaining elements, that is the second armrest and the 
backrest. You should have eight screw holes on the backrest (4 on the front, 4 on 
the left and right side), four on the small armrest and two on the large armrest.





Good job, you did it!

10. Now it is time to put the screws on. We start with the backrest. You will also need 
to make cuts in four places on the main body - two from the small armrest side and 
two on the back.

11. Twist the main body and both armrests together. Tighten the screws inside the 
chaise lounge, put the sofa to a vertical position and tighten the two screws from 
the back and two from the small armrest.

12. Now you must slide in the bed compartment, but before that you need to put a 
Velcro fastened cover on its front. You slip it in and it's ready.

13. Finally, the pillows. Cushions may be slightly di�erent depending on the country 
where the sofa was purchased. In some, you put the cover directly on the original 
cover, in others, you need to disassemble the pillow before putting the cover on.


